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Viscosity regularisationSmoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a particle-based Lagrangian numerical method,
particularly suitable for modeling free surface flows of fluids with different constitutive
equations. In this work, a SPH model is developed to solve flow problems of granular
matter flowing in a dense regime, featuring a constitutive equation proposed by Pouliquen
et al. (2006) [17] and Jop et al. (2006) [18].
The problem of resolving the flow close to static conditions has been solved by introduc-
ing a weak compressibility for the grains: this leads to a third order algebraic equations to
be solved for computing granular material density. A new viscosity regularisation method,
suitable for any visco-plastic fluid with varying yield stress has been developed, in order to
reproduce stopping flow and static conditions.
Validation of the model has been performed by solving the simple uniform granular flow
problem, for which the solution is known analytically and by reproducing a set of
experimental data on granular columns collapses by Lube et al. (2004) [19].
 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Numerical simulation of free surface flows is often a complex task, especially within the framework of grid-based
methods, even though successful approaches such as the Volume of Fluid method [1] have been proposed in the past.
Meshless particle methods on the other hand, seem to provide a more efficient way to deal with free surfaces issues.
Among various methods of this kind, Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) proved to be successful in many cases.
Firstly proposed by Gingold and Monaghan [2] and by Lucy [3] for astrophysical applications, SPH was employed to simulate
free surface flows by Monaghan [4], Ferrari et al. [5] and Violeau and Issa [6] to name a few.
SPH is also a very versatile method for implementing different constitutive equations: Rodriguez-Paz and Bonet [7], Laigle
et al. [8], Pasculli et al. [9] and Minatti and Pasculli [10] performed SPH simulations of mudflows using Bingham-type fluids,
while Bui et al. [11] used elastic–plastic relations to model soil failure flows.
A comprehensive overview of the numerous applications of SPH, together with a general review of the method can be
found in Monaghan [12,13], Liu and Liu [14] and Violeau [15].
The purpose of this work is to develop a SPH-based model for the simulation of complex free surface dense granular flows,
taking advantage of the afore mentioned properties of the method. Granular flows have many applications in the industrial
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‘the second-most manipulated material’ after water. They are of great interest in the civil engineering field too: during the last
years, attention has increasingly focused on the hazard represented by the solid material carried by rivers during extreme
events.
A general constitutive equation for granular matter, suitable for any kind of flow, is not available in scientific literature
yet. Nevertheless, a number of constitutive equations have been proposed, each one of them being able to correctly
reproduce specific classes of granular flows.
Attention has been focused on the constitutive equation proposed by Pouliquen et al. [17] and Jop et al. [18] which can be
applied to a fairly wide class of flows within a dense regime, where granular interactions are dominated by friction.
The proposed SPH model employs a new method for pressure calculation, necessary in order to resolve the flow at low
strain rates. The method is based on the introduction of weak compressibility for the grains and is specific to the constitutive
equations under investigation. The SPH model also features a new viscosity regularisation method, suitable for any
visco-plastic fluid with variable yield stress.
In Section 2 the equations describing the physics of the system are introduced, together with the employed constitutive
equation. A general overview of the SPH method is then provided in Section 3. The proposed SPH model is introduced in
Section 4. Validation of the model is performed in Section 5 by reproducing a simple sheet flow test case for which the
analytical steady state solution is known and by reproducing experimental measurements of granular material collapses
by Lube et al. [19]. Final conclusions regarding the model and its performances are drawn in Section 6.2. Governing equations
The most widely used approaches to model granular matter are usually related either to continuum or to granular
mechanics (Computational Granular Dynamics [20]). In the present work, a ‘‘continuum’’ approach, where granular matter
is treated as an equivalent fluid moving with a flow field having the same features as the one of the original material, has
been employed.
Therefore, the equations we resort to are the mass conservation and momentum equations of classical mechanics, written
in their local Lagrangian form:Dq
Dt
¼ qr  v ; ð1Þ
Dv
Dt
¼ g rp
q
þr  s
q
; ð2Þwhere q is the fluid density, v is the velocity field, g is the gravity acceleration, p is the isotropic pressure, s is the deviatoric
part of the stress tensor, r is the gradient operator and r is the divergence operator. D=Dt indicates the Lagrangian
derivative operator, defined as:D ð Þ
Dt
¼ @ ð Þ
@t
þr ð Þv : ð3ÞIn the case of an incompressible fluid, no density variations occur. Incompressibility condition forces the fluid to move
with a divergence free velocity field and pressure is obtained by solving a Poisson PDE [22]. Otherwise, in the case of
compressible or weakly compressible fluids, pressure is calculated from density trough an equation of state (EOS) of the form
p ¼ f qð Þ.
The deviatoric stress tensor s is calculated from the constitutive equation, whose expression depends on the material
under study. A wide class of constitutive equations relates the stress tensor of the material to its strain rate tensor, whose
components are ab ¼ 12 @va=@xb þ @vb=@xað Þ in a cartesian frame of reference. The constitutive equation for a general viscous
compressible fluid, can be written as in Landau and Lifshitz [21]:s ¼ 2g r  v
3
I
 
þ nr  vð ÞI; ð4Þwhere g is the shear viscosity, responsible for the stress associated to the non isotropic part of the strain rate tensor, n is the
bulk viscosity, acting only on compressible fluids by dampening volume variations and I is the unit tensor. If g and n are
constant, the fluid is usually referred to as a Newtonian fluid; if g or n vary in space, the fluid is usually referred to as a
non-Newtonian fluid.
Devising a constitutive equation that is able to correctly reproduce the dynamics of an assembly of particles is a difficult
task. So far, it does not exist a law able to describe the rheology of granular matter regardless of its flowing conditions. All the
available constitutive equations have a limited range of validity which depends, among others variables, on velocity, average
spacing of grains during motion, elastic properties of grains.
In the case of cohesionless granular material, if the grain size d is sufficiently large (typically d > 250 lm) and the inter-
stitial fluid is not too viscous, interactions between grains are dominated by contact interactions [22]. In this case, the
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Other variables, such as capillary forces or viscous interactions with interstitial fluid can be neglected. In nature, situations
that are relevant to these conditions are not uncommon. Under these assumptions, granular flows are usually classified into
three regimes [22,17] according to the nature of the main interaction between grains. Different constitutive equations have
been proposed for each one of these regimes.
When velocities are very low and grains inertia is negligible, a quasi-static regime occurs. Within this regime, soil plas-
ticity models have been successfully used in the SPH framework [11]. On the other hand, when the flow intensity is very high
and grains are apart from each other, a collisional regime occurs. Interactions are dominated by collisions between grains
and it becomes crucial to provide a correct estimate of energy losses during such collisions in order to devise an efficient
constitutive law for the material. Within this regime, the granular matter behavior is similar to the one of a gas and kinetic
theories based approaches have been developed [23]. In the intermediate regime, herein called dense regime, grains inertia
becomes important while particles still experience enduring contact, which makes it impossible to use kinetic theories. The
studies of Pouliquen et al. [17] and Jop et al. [18] are focused on this regime.
The basic assumption of the theory stems from results obtained by Da Cruz et al. [24] through molecular dynamics sim-
ulations, where in the dense regime of a plane granular flow, it is possible to assume a linear relation between the shear
stress s and the confining pressure p:s ¼ lp; ð5Þ
The proportionality coefficient l depends on a non dimensional number i, defined as the inertial number by Da Cruz et al. [24]
which is provided by the following equation [25]:i ¼ _cdffiffiffi
p
qs
q ; ð6Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffirwhere _c ¼ 2  : 
 
is the strain rate tensor module (The symbol ‘‘:’’ indicates the Frobenius inner product) and qs is the
density of the grains material.
A small value of i, indicating high pressure or low strain rates, corresponds to the quasi-static regime of granular flows,
where grains inertia is negligible. A high value of i, occurring at high strain rates or at low pressure corresponds to the
collisional regime of flow, where kinetic theories should be employed. The collisional regime is usually considered to occur
for i > 0:3, see Pouliquen et al. [17].
The l coefficient locally depends on the inertial number: an hypothesis on the form of l ið Þ has been firstly proposed by
Jop et al. [25]:l ¼ ls þ
l2  ls
1þ i0i
; ð7Þwhere ls is the lower bound of l corresponding to the fluid at rest condition i ¼ 0ð Þ;l2 is the upper bound of l; i0 is a
reference value for the inertial number (see Section 2.1).
The volume fraction /, defined as the volume occupied by grains in the unit volume, should decrease as the flow moves
from a quasi-static regime towards a collisional one. According to the physical meaning of the inertial number, the following
functional form has been proposed by Pouliquen et al. [17]:/ ¼ /max  /max  /minð Þi; ð8Þ
where /max is the upper bound for the volume fraction, occurring when there is no flow, its value depending on the grains
size and shape, /min is the lower bound for the volume fraction: it should represent the threshold below which the grains are
too far apart from each other to model the granular material as an equivalent single fluid rather than an assembly of
particles. Typically the values /max ¼ 0:6 and /min ¼ 0:5 are used (see Pouliquen et al. [17]).
The volume fraction / establishes also the relation between the bulk density of the continuum q and the density of the
granular material qs:q ¼ /qs: ð9Þ
Eq. 5, provides the constitutive equation for the ‘‘granular fluid’’ in a 1D case. It has been extended to a 2D or 3D case in
the following way by Jop et al. [18] and Pouliquen et al. [17]:sab ¼ 2l ið Þp
_c
ab: ð10ÞBy confrontation with Eq. (4), it can be seen how Eq. (10) represents the constitutive equation of an incompressible non-
Newtonian fluid, with no bulk viscosity and with the following pressure dependent shear viscosity:g ¼ l ið Þp
_c
: ð11Þ
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ible to a certain extent, at least when it starts moving from a rest position. When the granular material starts moving, its
inertial number i increases from zero and according to Eqs. (8) and (9), its bulk density q decreases through changes in /,
which is a measure of how the grains are close to each other during the motion. Eq. (10) should apply to an incompressible
fluid but the variations of / are small and an incompressible assumption is however possible in the dense regime, see
Forterre and Pouliquen [26].
Eq. (10) is the constitutive equation of a visco-plastic fluid, whose yield stress sy is:sy ¼ lsp ð12Þ
At the yield point, viscosity diverges to infinity and the fluid starts to behave like a rigid body.
Eqs. (4), (7), (8) and (11) define the constitutive relations of the granular matter in the dense regime. The complete set of
equations describing the flow of granular matter in this regime are summarized below:Dq
Dt
¼ qr  v ;
Dv
Dt
¼ g rp
q
þr  2g
q
;
g ¼ lp
_c
;
_c ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2  : 
 r
;
l ¼ ls þ
l2  ls
1þ i0i
;
i ¼ _cdffiffiffiffi
p
qs
q ;
q ¼ /qs;
/ ¼ /max  /max  /minð Þi:
ð13ÞPlease note that the momentum equation above has been written neglecting the velocity field divergence related terms.
Such terms have a minor importance in the momentum equation when the fluid is weakly compressible and completely
disappear when it is incompressible.
In a 2D case the model is made of a set of 9 scalar equations (note that the 2nd equation is vectorial) which can be solved
with respect to the following 9 scalar unknowns: q; v ; p; g; l; _c; i; /ð Þ. The quantities qs and d in system (13) are known
and summarize the grains properties.
In literature, there exist studies where granular flows equations based on kinetic theories are investigated (this is often
the case in which the flow is occurring at a collisional regime). Woodhouse et al. [27] found existence domains of steady state
solutions for inclined planar chute flows. Kumaran [28] found, in the case of planar flows down inclined planes, that the exis-
tence of boundary layer solutions is related to the dependence of volume fraction in the outer flow region on the angle of
inclination of the plane. Nevertheless, as far as existence of solutions for the highly nonlinear system in the present work
is concerned, studies of this kind do not exist to the knowledge of the authors.
In Section 4, some modifications will be introduced on system (13). They are necessary in order to address some issues
arising when the flow is close to the static regime. A first one is related to the shear viscosity of Eq. (4), which becomes very
large when approaching such conditions, leading to excessively small time steps (see Eq. (39)). The other one is related to
pressure computation in areas where the granular matter is flowing at low strain rates.
2.1. Determination of material-dependent parameters in the constitutive equation
Reviews of available experimental data for the constitutive equation under study can be found in Pouliquen [29],
Pouliquen and Forterre [30], Forterre and Pouliquen [31], GDR MiDi [22] and in Pouliquen et al. [17]. Another extensive
set of experimental data can be found in Borzsonyi and Ecke [32].
Most of the experiments were carried out on granular flows of glass beads (d ¼ 0:5 mm size) and sand (d ¼ 0:8 mm size).
Although most of the data refer to experiments carried out in planar flow conditions, it is possible to start from them in order
to devise the most appropriate values for the parameters of the constitutive equation. In the present work, such values have
been used to simulate more complex flows, similarly to GDR MiDi [22], where discrete particle simulations were carried out
to simulate planar, axisymmetric and free surface flows.
During experiments with granular material released down an inclined plane, it was found that when the flow of the grains
down the plane was stopped, for example by lowering the channel inclination, a residual layer of grains of thickness Hstop
remained at rest on the plane. The following experimental relations were found (see Forterre and Pouliquen [31]):
Table 1
Experim
ls ()
l2 ()
L=d (
c ()
b ()
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gH
p ¼ cþ b H
Hstop
; ð14Þ
Hstop hð Þ ¼ L l2  lsl ls
 1
 
; ð15Þwhere V is the average velocity of the resulting flow, H is the thickness of the flowing layer, representing a scaling length of
the problem and l ¼ tan h is the friction related to plane inclination h. The values for the remaining parameters L; c; b in
Eqs. (14) and (15) depend on the material and are reported in Table 1 for glass beads and sand.
By using Eqs. (14), (15) and (6) it is possible to break Eq. (7) down into the following expression:l ¼ ls þ
l2  ls
1þ bdL
 .
cd
H þ dVH ffiffiffiffigHp
  : ð16ÞJop et al. [25] found the following expression for the parameter i0 of Eq. (7):i0 ¼ 5bd2L ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi/ cos hp ; ð17Þ
by using Eq. (16) and information derived from experimental evidence of V scaling with the 3=2 power of the flow reference
length H. By using data from glass beads (1st column of Table 1) and and average values for the quantities / ¼ 0:60 and
h ¼ 25 they found the value i0 ¼ 0:279.
In order to devise the most appropriate value of i0 for sand, a similar action is performed on Eq. (16) using either the
values in the 2nd or 3rd column of Table 1. The following expression can then be found:l ¼ ls þ
l2  ls
1þ i0iþ2:61d=H
; ð18Þwith i0 ¼ 1:09 for 0:8 mm sand and i0 ¼ 2:65 for 0:4 mm sand.
While Eq. (18) is exact for free surface planar flows, with H representing the flowing layer thickness, it is possible to
attempt to use it in the case of more complex sand granular flows, assuming H as a scaling length of the flow.
The dependency of l on the ratio H=d can be investigated by calculating the relative error committed on the estimation of
l when the 2:61d=H term of Eq. (18) is dropped. The results are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of i.
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the largest errors occur when i  0. For increasing i, errors decrease regardless of H=d. For
increasing H=d and constant i, errors decrease as well. If the ratio H=d ratio is sufficiently large such errors are negligible for
every value of the inertial number and Eq. (7), which is more simple and does not exhibit explicit dependency on the length
scale of the problem H, can be used instead of Eq. (18).3. Overview of SPH
SPH is a fully meshless method in which the fluid domain is discretised into a set of particles, each one representing a
finite area and carrying flow information. Interpolation of functions and derivatives appearing in the equations to be solved
is performed over a set of particles, rather than on mesh points as it happens in other methods such as finite differences or
finite volumes.
SPH is a Lagrangian method: particles are moved in the computational domain according to their velocities at each time
step of the simulation, providing an automatic and physically based update of the interpolation nodes.
The features of SPH allow the straightforward handling of fluid flow problems involving free surfaces and strong defor-
mations such as dam break type flows. Furthermore, the Lagrangian nature of the method allows the direct integration of
equations with time derivatives cast into Lagrangian form, like Eqs. (1) and (2). This provides a simplification, avoiding
the need to find a suitable numerical approximation to the advective terms that would appear in the equations if eulerian
expression for time derivatives were used.ental values for the parameters of constitutive equation.
Glass beads (d ¼ 0:5 mm) from [22] Sand (d ¼ 0:8 mm) from [22] Sand (d ¼ 0:4 mm) from [23]
tan 20:90ð Þ tan 27:00ð Þ tan 30:50ð Þ
tan 32:76ð Þ tan 43:40ð Þ tan 51:30ð Þ
) 1:65 2:03 0:83
0:00 0:77
0:136 0:650
Fig. 1. Relative error committed neglecting the 2:61d=H term of Eq. (18) plotted as a function of i. All the curves are plotted for l2=ls  1:5 and i0 ¼ 2:65.
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reviews of the method can be found in Monaghan [12,13], Liu and Liu [14] and Violeau [15].
3.1. Basic concepts
It is well known that a generic continuous compactly supported function of space f rð Þ can be reproduced by means of a
convolution integral with a delta function d:f rð Þ ¼
Z
f r0ð Þ  d r  r0ð Þdr0: ð19ÞIn SPH, the delta function is replaced by a smooth kernel functionW, with a compact support domain Xr . The kernel function
is even and bell-shaped, having its peak at the center of the support domain and vanishing outside of it. It also has to satisfy
further properties such as normalization and delta function convergence. The interested reader is referred to the references
provided at the beginning of the present section.
The support domain is a r-centered, usually circular set, whose radius is multiple of a scaling length h, named smoothing
length. The smoothing length represents the discretisation scale of SPH approximations, playing a similar role as grid spacing
in mesh based methods.
The kernel used for the simulations in the present work is the C4 (quartic) Wendland kernel [33]. Such kernel has good
smoothness properties and has previously been used by Monaghan and Kajtar [34]. Its expression in a 2D case is as follows:W r  r0;hð Þ ¼ 7
64ph2
 ð1þ 2RÞð2 RÞ
4 for 0 6 R < 2;
0 for RP 2:
(
ð20Þwhere R ¼ r  r0j j=h.
The convolution integral of a compact supported function with a kernel produces an approximation of the function itself,
which we indicate with the symbol f rð Þh i:f rð Þh i ¼
Z
Xr
f r0ð Þ W r  r0ð Þdr0: ð21ÞBy using the Gauss–Green formula and assuming f rð Þ to be differentiable, it is possible to obtain an approximation for its
gradient:rf rð Þh i ¼
Z
@ Xr\Dð Þ
f r0ð Þ W r  r0ð Þdr0 
Z
Xr
f r0ð Þ  r0W r  r0ð Þdr0: ð22Þwithr0W indicating differentiation with respect to r0 variable, @ indicating the set boundary, D indicating the computational
domain. By using Eq. (22) it is possible to shift the gradient operator from the function to the kernel. Note that if the set Xr is
fully included into the computational domain, then Eq. (22) reduces to:rf rð Þh i ¼ 
Z
Xr
f r0ð Þ  r0W r  r0ð Þdr0: ð23ÞEqs. (21) and (23) represent the starting point from which SPH formulations are derived. It is worth mentioning that in
many SPH formulations the
R
@Xr
of Eq. (22) term is neglected even when Xr is not fully included in the computational domain
(for example close to a rigid boundary).
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summations. If the particle located at the r position is indicated with the i label, and the generic particle located inside
the r-centered support domain Xr is indicated with the j label, then Eqs. (21) and (23) respectively take the form:f rið Þh i ¼
Xn
j¼1
f rj
  W ri  rj dAj; ð24Þ
rf rið Þh i ¼ 
Xn
j¼1
f rj
   rjW ri  rj dAj; ð25Þwhere summations are extended to the n particles located within the support domain of particle i, dAj denotes the area (or
volume in 3D) associated with the particle j andrj indicates that gradients are calculated with respect to coordinate rj. From
now on, the symbol hi will be dropped to simplify the notation.
3.2. Momentum and mass conservation equations
There is no unique way to discretise mass conservation and momentum equations with SPH. In the present work the
following formulations have been used, respectively:Dqi
Dt
¼
Xn
j¼1
v ij  riWijmj; ð26Þ
Dv i
Dt
¼ g 
Xn
j¼1
mj
pi
q2i
þ pj
q2j
 !
riWij þ
Xn
j¼1
8
2gigj
gi þ gj
 !
v ij  rij
 riWij
r2ijqiqj
mj; ð27Þwhere the area associated to single particle has been written as dAj ¼ mj=qj;mj being the mass associated to particle
j; v ij ¼ v i  v j, rij ¼ ri  rj, r2ij ¼ ri  rj
		 		2.
Eq. (26) has 0th order consistency as its right hand side (RHS) vanishes when the velocity field is constant.
The first term in the sum on the RHS of Eq. (27) is the SPH approximation for pressure gradient in the momentum equa-
tion. It does not provide 0th order consistency as it computes non zero gradients for constant pressure fields. The second
term in the summodels viscous interactions. It provides 0th order consistency as it does not compute any viscous interaction
between particles in the case of constant velocity fields. Furthermore, in the case of rigid body motion, with v ij ¼ x rij, it
turns out that v ij  rij ¼ 0 as the velocity difference is a tangential vector and therefore particles do not exchange shear forces.
Eq. (27) can properly handle space-varying viscosity (see Cleary [35]): it is therefore possible to use it for non-Newtonian
fluids flows modeling.
The employment of a poorly accurate formulation for the pressure gradient in Eq. (27) introduces extra numerical diffu-
sivity into the model, compared to the one introduced by more accurate formulations. Another effect is the one of computing
non zero pressure gradients for constant pressure fields, thus producing numerical inter-particles forces. On the other hand,
formulations with at least 0th order consistency can correctly compute spatial gradients of constant fields. This drawback in
the pressure gradient formulation does not affect SPH abilities at modeling fluids at rest, at least when pressure is calculated
from density through an EOS, as particles arrange their positions triggering density variations that offset pressure field
imbalances (see the static tank test case in [34] as an example).
It is possible to prove that Eq. (27) allows both linear and angular momentum conservation. In order to do that, first we
notice that, being the kernel an even function, its gradient in a 2D case is radially directed and can be written as:riWij ¼ F rij
		 		   rij; ð28Þwhere F is a negative function of inter-particle distance.
With no external forces, the time derivative for the linear momentum Q of the system of particles can be expressed
starting from Eq. (27), with N indicating the total number of particles in the system:DQ
Dt
¼
XN
i¼1
mi
Dv i
Dt
¼ 
Xn
i;j¼1
mimj
pi
q2i
þ pj
q2j
 8 2gigj
gi þ gj
 !
v ij  rij
r2ijqiqj
 !
riWij
¼
XN
i;j¼1
i<j
mimj
pi
q2i
þ pj
q2j
 8 2gigj
gi þ gj
 !
v ij  rij
r2ijqiqj
 !
riWij þrjWji
  ¼ 0; ð29Þ
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viscosity related terms in Eq. (27) being symmetrical with respect to the i and j indexes.
As far as the angular momentum P is concerned, it is possible to proceed in a similar manner by calculating its time
derivative. We start from Eq. (27) with no external forces and use Eq. (28) to express the kernel gradient:DP
Dt
¼
XN
i¼1
D
Dt
ri miv ið Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1
ri mi Dv iDt ¼ 
XN
i;j¼1
ri mimj piq2i
þ pj
q2j
 8 2gigj
gi þ gj
 !
v ij  rij
r2ijqiqj
 !
F rij
		 		 rij
¼
XN
i;j¼1
i<j
mimj
pi
q2i
þ pj
q2j
 8 2gigj
gi þ gj
 !
v ij  rij
r2ijqiqj
 !
F rij
		 		  ri  rj þ rj  ri   ¼ 0: ð30ÞEqs. (29) and (30) prove that the time derivative of both linear and angular momentum for the system of particles is zero
when Eq. (27) is used for the momentum equation, showing its conservation properties. We would like to point out that
the ability of the model at effectively conserving linear and angular momentum through the time steps of the simulation
also depends on the time stepping scheme. Further details on this are given in Section 3.5
High orders of accuracy are usually not achieved with SPH. It is however possible to improve the SPH performance in
these regards: Liu et al. [36], Liu and Liu [37] and Oger et al. [38] proposed kernel gradient correction methods to do this.
These techniques require additional computational time, as particle-dependent correction matrices that must be recalcu-
lated at every time step are employed. Nevertheless, they proved successful at restoring kernel consistency when particles
are disordered and/or close to boundaries.
A known problem of these techniques is that the resulting SPH formulations break momentum conservation laws (see
Monaghan [13]). In the present work, SPH formulations retaining conservation properties were preferred to others with
better consistency properties: this allowed to obtain accurate enough results at reasonable computational cost.
More details regarding SPH conservation properties can be found in Bonet and Lok [39] and in Takeda et al. [40].
Viscosity values to be used in Eq. (26) should be calculated from the constitutive equation of the fluid. For doing this,
strain rate tensor components are needed and can be calculated from the following expression, which also has 0th order
consistency:abi ¼ 
Xn
j¼1
vaij
@Wij
@xbi
mj
qj
: ð31ÞIt is possible to approximate the incompressible fluid behavior with the one of a weakly compressible fluid by using a stiff
EOS. An expression of this kind is often used:p ¼ B q
q0
 c
 1
 
; ð32Þwhere B is a constant having the units of a pressure, q0 is a reference density for the fluid; usually it is the density at zero
pressure conditions, c is a non dimensional parameter, usually ranging from 1 to 7. The Mach number M of the flow can be
calculated as:M ¼ Uref
c
; ð33Þwhere Uref is a reference velocity for the flow and c ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
@p=@q
p
is the artificial sound of speed provided by the EOS.
Relative density variations q q0j j=q0 scale with M2 : B can therefore be chosen big enough in order to keep such
variations small and to have a good approximation of the incompressible limit. (see Monaghan [4,13]). Typically B is chosen
in order to have M < 0:1 and, consequently, q q0j j=q0 < 0:01.
This kind of approach for setting up SPH computations is usually referred to as Weakly Compressible SPH (WCSPH). We
used this approach in the present work as some artificial compressibility for the grains will be introduced in the model of Eq.
(13) for stability purposes (see Section 4.1), which leads to the formulation of an EOS for the granular matter.
It is worth mentioning the possibility of using incompressible SPH schemes that do not employ an EOS for computing
pressure. Most of them are based on velocity projection methods as in Cummins and Rudman [41] or Hu and Adams [42].
A different approach to incompressible SPH has instead been proposed by Ellero et. al. [43], where Lagrange multipliers are
employed in order to enforce particle volume constancy.
3.3. Boundary treatment
The free surface boundary condition (s ¼ 0; p ¼ 0) is implicitly included into the SPH Lagrangian formalism.
Some specific tools need instead to be used in order to enforce no-slip conditions at walls. A straightforward approach is
the one of placing particles right on the borders. Boundary particles have zero velocity and pressure and exert repulsive
central forces on the real particles they interact with: applications of this method can be found in Monaghan [4] and in
Monaghan and Kajtar [34].
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this are reported in Ferrari et al. [5] and Liu et al. [44].
In the present work we resorted to the ghost particles approach proposed by Morris et al. [45]. Ghost particles are uni-
formly placed outside the boundaries to avoid real particles support domain truncation as indicated in Fig. 2. Ghost particles
positions and other associated variables are not evolved in time and their spacing is set equal to the initial spacing of real
particles. They are given the same total stress as real particles and a fictitious velocity linearly interpolated according to their
distance to the boundary with the following expression (refer to Fig. 2 for the meaning of symbols):v j ¼  djdi v i: ð34ÞThe following expression is used to calculate velocity differences appearing in SPH equations:v ij ¼ bv i; ð35Þ
where the non dimensional b value is chosen so that:b ¼ min bmax;1þ
dj
di
 
: ð36ÞMorris et al. [45] obtained good results by choosing bmax ¼ 1:5. As far as the present work is concerned, good results have also
been obtained by choosing bmax ¼ 1, which corresponds to assigning zero velocity to every ghost particle.
3.4. Treatment of shocks
Development of shock waves is a common feature in hydrodynamics problems, especially when low dissipations occur.
Numerical methods, including SPH, may develop unphysical oscillations around the shocked fronts unless some special
treatment is adopted in order to dampen them and to restore correct values ahead and beyond the shock front.
A common approach is the one of adding an artificial viscous term Pij to the momentum equation:Dv i
Dt
¼ g 
Xn
j¼1
mj
pi
q2i
þ pj
q2j
þPij
 !
riWij þ
Xn
j¼1
8
2gigj
gi þ gj
 !
v ij  rij
 riWij
r2ijqiqj
mj ð37ÞMonaghan and Gingold [46] proposed an expression for Pij capable of increasing the entropy of the system, in order to
provide the necessary amount of dissipation:Pij ¼ ahijcijqij
v ij  rij
r2ij
; ð38Þwhere a is a non dimensional coefficient whose value is usually set below 1 and the overline sign represents arithmetic
averages between quantities.
The use of artificial viscosity is sometimes associated to the use of numerical switches that turn off the dissipation terms
away from discontinuities as in Price [47]. Other times, artificial viscosity is used regardless of the presence of shocks, as a
tool to enhance the stability and the accuracy of the method.
3.5. Time integration
The time stepping scheme used in the present work is a 2nd order accurate scheme based on the symplectic Verlet inte-
grator. Symplectic integrators conserve motion invariants and therefore, coherently with the employed SPH formulations,
conserve linear and angular momentum for the system of SPH particles.
Details on the scheme can be found in Kajtar and Monaghan [48] and Monaghan and Kajtar [34]. The scheme can however
be summarized with the following list starting from the nth time step:Fig. 2. Scheme for ghost particles approach proposed by Morris et al. [45].
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 Make a half Euler time step based on the rates of change v iðnÞ; Dv i=Dtðn 1=2Þ and Dqi=DtðnÞ to evaluate
riðnþ 1=2Þ; v iðnþ 1=2Þ and qiðnþ 1=2Þ respectively;
 Evaluate RHSs Dqi=Dtðnþ 1=2Þ of mass conservation equation Eq. (26) and Dv i=Dtðnþ 1=2Þ of momentum equation Eq.
(27) based on values of variables at t ¼ tnþ1=2;
 Make a half Euler time step based on the rates of change v iðnþ 1=2Þ; Dv i=Dtðnþ 1=2Þ and Dqi=Dtðnþ 1=2Þ to evaluate
riðnþ 1Þ; v iðnþ 1Þ and qiðnþ 1Þ respectively;
Time step size is constrained by a stability condition, based on both artificial speed of sound and viscous interactions term
(see Kajtar and Monaghan [48] and Morris et al. [45]):Dt < CFL mini hici ;0:1
qih
2
i
gi
 !
; ð39Þwhere CFL is the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number, assumed equal to 0.5 for the 2D simulations carried out in the present
work.
4. Model formulation
The set of Eqs. (13) has been solved with SPH. It has been necessary to slightly modify the formulations introduced in
Section 3 in order to meet the peculiarities of the equations and the related numerical issues.
The density variable q represents the bulk density of the fluid (amount of mass over the unit geometrical volume, includ-
ing voids),which is related to volume fraction / and density of the granular material qs through Eq. (9). Even if grains are
incompressible, volume fraction changes with the inertial number according to Eq. (8): when the granular matter is flowing
(i– 0), / and q decrease, making the granular equivalent fluid compressible. It is important to note that, as the constitutive
equation is valid for dense regimes, volume fraction should not decrease too much as the material would enter into a dis-
perse regime. The granular matter flowing according to the employed constitutive equation behaves as a weakly compress-
ible fluid even if grains are incompressible and therefore the use of WCSPH is a natural choice: this implies that an EOS needs
to be employed to obtain pressures. The model itself contains an EOS relating pressure to density, even though it is not evi-
dent from the set of Eqs. (13): in Section 4.1 it will be shown how the issue has been treated in order to solve the equations of
the model.
The viscosity provided by Eq. (11) approaches infinity when strain rate approaches zero, that is when the flow moves
towards the quasi-static regime. Such condition is computationally unsustainable as time step becomes prohibitively small
when viscosity is too large, as it can be easily inferred from Eq. (39). It has therefore been necessary to use a viscosity
regularisation method in order to prevent viscosity values from becoming too large. The proposed method, which will be
discussed in Section 4.2, takes into account the dependency of viscosity on pressure.
4.1. Grains compressibility
The set of Eqs. (13), in which the grains are supposed to be rigid, represents a closed set of equations, that can be solved to
obtain the features of a granular flow of incompressible grains in a dense regime. By using Eqs. (6), (8) and (9), it is possible to
prove that the following relation holds:p ¼ q
3
s
_c2d2 /max  /minð Þ2
qs/max  qð Þ2
: ð40ÞIt would be possible, in principle, to use this expression as an EOS to calculate pressure from bulk density q. Nevertheless,
a major problem caused by the expression is that in static conditions, which always occur when the flow is initiated, _c ¼ 0
and q ¼ qs/max causing both the numerator and the denominator of Eq. (40) to be zero. The expression is therefore undeter-
mined in such conditions and unstable to handle numerically.
To overcome the problem, an ‘‘artificial’’ compressibility for the grains has been introduced. The SPH approach does not
change and remains based on weak compressibility: the ‘‘artificial’’ compressibility of the grains adds up to the ‘‘real’’ one of
the granular matter as a whole. The introduction of compressible grains avoids indeterminate forms when calculating pres-
sure, even when close to static conditions at the initiation of flow. On the other hand, the effects of grains compressibility
must be small, so that the physics of the problem is not substantially modified: in order to achieve that, the EOS one resorts
to must be stiff, causing negligible granular material density qs variations for the range of pressures relevant to the flow
under study. The EOS employed to account for grains compressibility is as follows:p ¼ 1
Kt
qs
qs0
 1
 !
; ð41Þ
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of the granular material, representing the density of the material of the grains when they are not confined by any pressure.
Such EOS stems from the following compressibility law:Dp ¼ Dqs
Ktqs0
ð42Þwhere D indicates the differentiation operator. Eq. (42) is the common elastic compressibility law linearized about qs ¼ qs0 .
The use of a linearized elastic law is appropriate as only a weak compressibility is being enforced, with qs remaining close to
qs0 . The use of a non linearized elastic law would provide a logarithmic EOS, which is however less stiff than the linearized
one.
The introduction of grain compressibility adds two variables to the list of unknowns: the grain density qs and their size d,
which are needed to calculate the inertial number i in Eq. (6). These variables are constant in the system of Eq. (13) where
single grains are supposed to be rigid. Two more equations are now needed for solving the system.
The first one is the EOS of Eq. (41), while the other one relates grains diameter variations to pressure or density. The other
missing equation can be devised by enforcing mass conservationm for the single grain and assumes the following expression
in a 2D case:d
d0
¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qs0
qs
s
; ð43Þwhere d0 is the grains diameter when qs ¼ qs0 .
Eqs. (41) and (43) are added to the set of Eqs. (13). With this modification the model, featuring weakly compressible
grains, has two more unknowns qs and d. It consists of 11 scalar equations and 11 unknowns in a 2D case.
Calculation of qs is necessary at the midpoint of the time stepping scheme listed in Section 3.5, when particle pressures
and viscosities are needed to evaluate the RHS of momentum equation Eq. (27).
By using Eqs. (6), (8), (9), (41), (43), it is possible to show that the qs value assumed by particles is given by the solution of
the following 3rd order algebraic equation:q3s  1þ
2q
/max
þ _c
2q0Kt /max  /minð Þ2d20
/2max
 !
q2s þ
q q þ 2/maxð Þ
/2max
qs 
q2
/2max
¼ 0; ð44Þwhere superscript ‘‘*’’ indicates variables scaled with the reference density of granular material qs0 . The solution of the equa-
tion can be found via Newton-Rhapson method or by employing the analytical Cardano’s solution. Pressure can then be cal-
culated via Eq. (41) according to the value obtained for qs from the solution of Eq. (44).
When the granular matter is not moving and _c ¼ 0, the equation has two unique solutions, that are qs ¼ qs0 and
qs ¼ q=/max. The first one is the density of the granular material when it is not confined by any pressure (it happens when
there are no body forces, such as gravity, acting on the medium), while the second one is the granular material density
resulting from the bulk density of the medium at its maximum packing.
In general, according to the values of the coefficients of the equation, it is possible to have either one real root and two
complex roots or three real roots. In the range of values assumed by coefficients during the performed simulations, the equa-
tion showed three real roots almost every time. In that case, two of them turned out to be lower than q=/max when the gran-
ular material was moving. These solutions are unphysical and were discarded, since when the granular material is moving
i > 0 and / < /max and that should produce a qs > q=/max instead. When only one real root was obtained, it turned out to be
physically acceptable.
4.2. Viscosity regularisation
SPH methods are normally based on explicit time stepping schemes, where the time step size has an upper bound set by
stability conditions, as in Eq. (39). When constitutive equations providing viscosity approaching infinite are used, like the
one in the present study, the time step size of Eq. (39) tends to zero. In these cases, it becomes necessary to use a regular-
isation method to replace the largest values of viscosity with smaller ones that do not produce prohibitively small time steps.
The regularised viscosity must however be large enough for the numerical solution to capture the features of the flow.
The method devised to treat the fluid under study stems from the viscosity regularisation approach originally proposed
by Papanastasiou [49]. The method, in its original formulation, was applied to a Bingham fluid, whose viscosity can be writ-
ten in the following way:g ¼ g0 þ
sy
_c
; ð45Þwhere g0 is the residual constant value of viscosity. Regularised viscosity g^ has the following expression:g^ ¼ g0 þ sy
1 exp mp _c
 
_c
; ð46Þ
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one. Larger values formp provide a better approximation of the real constitutive equation, providing on the other hand larger
values of viscosity; mp is usually set up to provide, when _c ¼ 0, a viscosity at least an order of magnitude larger than the
residual viscosity g0. Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the exact viscosity of Bingham model and the one provided by
Papanastasiou regularisation method.
The viscosity of the constitutive equation under study can be written in terms of residual viscosity and yield stress. It can
be cast in the same form as Eq. (45) with the following choice for g0:Fig.g0 sy; _c
  ¼
l2
ls
 1
 
sy
_cþ i0d0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sy
lsqs0
q ; ð47Þ
with sy provided by Eq. (12).
As opposite to the Binghammodel, g0 and sy are not constant for the considered constitutive equation, depending on both
pressure and strain rate tensor modules. However, if the Papanastasiou method were to be straightforwardly used to regu-
larise the viscosity of this model, g^ would assume the following expression:g^ ¼ g0 sy; _c
 þ sy 1 exp mp _c
 
_c
; ð48Þwith g0 and sy provided by Eqs. (47) and (12) respectively. The relative error committed on viscosity g ¼ g^gg
			 			  can then be
calculated:g sy; _c
  ¼ sy pð Þ exp mp _c
 
g0 sy; _c
 
_cþ sy pð Þ
: ð49ÞIn Fig. 4, a qualitative plot of g as a function of _c for different values of the scaling parameter mp is shown.
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that, at constant strain rate, the use of Papanastasiou method with a constant scaling parameter,
originates errors of different magnitudes according to the local yield stress. With a constant scaling parameter, g variation
with respect to sy has the following expression:@g
@sy
mp ¼ const:
  ¼ _c exp mp _c
 
g0 sy; _c
  sy @g0@sy
 
sy þ g0 sy; _c
 
_c
 2 : ð50Þ
In the case of Bingham fluid, g0 and sy are constant and mp is chosen to be constant too. For the constitutive equation under
study, as g0 depends on yield stress (or, equivalently, on pressure), it appears natural to choose a yield stress dependent
scaling parameter mp sy
 
, rather than a constant one.
In order to establish a criterion for finding an appropriate form for the scaling parameter, the g variation with respect to
sy is written, considering mp as a function of sy:@g
@sy
¼ @g
@sy
mp ¼ const:
  g _c dmpdsy : ð51ÞEq. (51) provides a first suggestion for the choice of a yield stress dependent scaling parameter, indicating that the error on
viscosity regularisation can be lower than in the constant scaling parameter case if dmpdsy > 0, that is if mp increases with sy.3. Viscosity vs strain rate plot for exact Bingham and Papanastasiou models, according to Eqs. (45) and (46). In the plot _c0 ¼ sy=g0; mp ¼ b= _c0.
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first order ODE, having the following expression:Fig. 4.
yield st
order todmp
dsy
¼
g0 sy; _c
  sy @g0@sy
sy sy þ g0 sy; _c
 
_c
  ; ð52Þwhere g0 sy; _c
 
is provided by Eq. (47).
The boundary condition for this ODE is represented by the value m0 taken by the scaling parameter mp at a pre-
estabilished level of yield stress s0. The maximum viscosity provided by the regularisation method can be obtained by taking
the limit of Eq. (48) for _c! 0:g^max sy
  ¼ g0 sy;0 þ symp sy ; ð53ÞAs indicated by Fig. 4 the largest errors occur at the largest values of yield stress for every value of _c: it is therefore conve-
nient to consider the expression of Eq. (53) for the maximum yield stress level s0 that is thought to occur during the
simulation and then to choose the m0 value from it, in order to have g^max s0ð Þ at least an order of magnitude larger than
the residual viscosity g0 sy;0
 
.
The ODE of Eq. (52) can be solved numerically for each particle in the SPH simulation. It is easy to find an analytical
solution for the equation either if g0 is constant or weekly dependent on sy, so that
@g0
@sy sy; _c
   0. In this case, the ODE
becomes:dmp
dsy
¼ g0 _cð Þ
sy sy þ g0 _cð Þ
  ð54Þand its solution, with the boundary condition mp ¼ m0 when sy ¼ s0 is:mp sy
  ¼ m0 þ 1_c log 1þ g0
_cð Þ _c sy  s0
 
s0 sy þ g0 _cð Þ _c
 
 !
; ð55Þproviding mp ¼ m0 þ g0 0ð Þ sys0s0sy when _c approaches zero.
While calculations above are based on the constitutive equation under study for the present work, it is important to
remark that the proposed viscosity regularisation method is suitable for any visco-plastic fluid with varying yield stress.5. Applications
The model equations of Eq. (13), with the extensions described in Section 4, have been solved with SPH in a 2D
framework. The model equations and the SPH scheme have been tested on the simple case of a granular flow down an
inclined plane, for which the analytical solution is known, and then applied to reproduce a set of existing experimental data
on granular columns collapses by Lube et al. [19].Plot of relative error on viscosity regularised with the Papanastasiou method for the constitutive equation under study. The three curves differ for the
ress value sy which is in turn set to b orders of magnitude larger than an unitary scaling stress s0 (sy ¼ bs0). The parameter mp has been chosen in
have, when _c ¼ 0, a viscosity on order of magnitude larger than the residual viscosity g0.
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The sketch of the problem is displayed in Fig. 5: it is a simple test case of an uniform flow down an inclined plane of indef-
inite length. In this case, it is easy to find an analytical solution to the equations of Section 2 at the steady state. The velocity
profile of the solution has the following expression:vx zð Þ ¼ 2iu3d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
/ug cos hð Þ
p
H
3
2  H  zð Þ32
 
; ð56Þwith iu ¼ i0 tan hð Þ  ls
 
= l2  tan hð Þ
 
and /u calculated from iu according to Eq. (8).
The parameters of the 1st column (glass beads) of Table 1 have been used in the constitutive equation. Further parameters
used in the simulation are listed in Table 2. The value of Kt was chosen in order to have a mach number M ¼ 0:1, with a ref-
erence velocity equal to the maximum velocity of the flow at the steady state. Periodic boundary conditions were used along
the x direction to simulate the indefinite length plane: SPH particles flowing out of the computational domain on the RHS
were reintroduced from the LHS, with unchanged values for their physical quantities.
The use of a small value for artificial viscosity (a ¼ 0:05) has been found helpful at reducing the errors on velocity com-
putations, which otherwise would have been slightly overestimated by the calculation. The numerical velocity profiles are
plotted in Fig. 6.
Pressure distribution is not significantly affected by artificial viscosity. Fig. 7 shows the pressure profile for the simulation
with artificial viscosity a ¼ 0. In the case of a ¼ 0:05 an essentially identical plot is obtained. Pressure distribution is the one
of a fluid at rest, and it is reproduced by SPH fairly well.
Particles disposition at the steady state for the simulation is shown in Fig. 8.
5.2. Granular columns collapses
Lube et al. [19] performed a series of experiments consisting in the sudden release of cylindrical columns of granular
material over a flat surface by raising the containing cylinder. The material radially collapsed forming axisymmetrical piles.
Motion of the granular material was recorded with a high frame rate camera and the geometry of the final deposit was mea-
sured. Several materials were used, including sand, salt and rice and different geometries for the columns were tested. A
sketch of the experimental setup and parameters used by Lube et al. [19] can be found in Fig. 9.
Starting from dimensional analysis considerations, a scaling law was sought between the final geometry of the deposit
described by the parameter r1  r0=r0 and the initial shape of the column described by the aspect ratio a ¼ H0=r0 (meanings
of symbols can be found in Fig. 9):r1  r0
r0
¼ f að Þ: ð57ÞMeasurements on the final geometry of the deposit could be interpolated with the following functions, which turned out to
be independent from the material:f ðaÞ ¼ 1:24a for a < 1:7;
f ðaÞ ¼ 1:6a1=2 for a > 1:7: ð58ÞEach function above corresponds to a different regime for the behavior of the column during the collapse. In the first case,
that is a < 1:7, two zones formed on the free surface of the column: a flowing outer one and a static inner one. In the second
case, that is a > 1:7, the entire free surface of the column started to flow immediately as soon as the containing cylinder was
removed. Lube et al. [19] identified different flow patterns within the two regimes above.Fig. 5. Sketch for uniform granular flow down an inclined plane.
Table 2
Parameters used for the simulation of granular flow down an inclined plane. N is the number of particles employed in the
simulation, dp is their initial spacing and h is the smoothing length.
H (m) 0:1
h ðÞ 25:0
qs0 ðkg=m3Þ 800
Kt ðPa1Þ 1:5  105
s0 (Pa) 190
m0 (s) 1
g^max (Pas) 190:3
N 800
dp (mm) 5
h (mm) 6:5
Fig. 6. Steady state velocity profiles for the simulation of granular flow down an inclined plane. The continuous line represents the analytical solution. No
artificial viscosity a ¼ 0ð Þ has been used for the plot on the left, while artificial viscosity with a ¼ 0:05 has been used for the plot on the right. Steady state
was reached after about 6.50 s of simulated time in both cases.
Fig. 7. Steady state pressure profiles for the simulation of granular flow down an inclined plane. The dashed line represents the analytical solution for
incompressible grains. The continuous line represents the analytical solution for compressible grains with EOS Eq. (41). No artificial viscosity (a ¼ 0) was
used in the simulation.
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column equal to r0 ¼ 9:72 cm. For the SPH simulations, the parameters for the constitutive equation were set to the values
indicated by the 3rd column of Table 1. Further parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 3. The value of Kt was
chosen in order to have a mach numberM ¼ 0:1, with a reference velocity Uref ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gH
p
. No artificial viscosity was used in the
simulations.
Fig. 8. Steady state particles disposition for the simulation of granular flow down an inclined plane. Particles are color coded according to vx . The dashed
black line indicates the fluid flow region. Particles under the line are boundary particles, while the ones on the sides are standard particles copied in order to
enforce periodic boundary conditions.
Fig. 9. Granular columns collapses: sketch of experimental setup and parameters definition [19].
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experiments. In this case, as all the reproduced experiments involve values of H0=d > 50, it follows from Section 2.1 that
the simple Eq. (7) with i0 ¼ 2:65 can be used to calculate l, at the price of a negligible error on the estimation of the
coefficient.
As viscosity regularisation is being used, it is impossible to exactly reproduce near stop conditions, as viscosity always has
a finite value in the numerical simulations. For this reason, after the collapse of a granular column was complete, its front
would still keep moving, however having a speed at least three orders of magnitude smaller than during the collapse.
Due to the implementation of a weak compressibility model for the grains with Eq. (41), pressure oscillations when the
flow is close to static conditions are strongly reduced. As a consequence, they have a negligible influence on the ability of the
model at reproducing stopping flow conditions.
Front advancement in time is displayed in Fig. 10 for the simulations listed in Table 3.
Figs. 11 and 12 show particles disposition at various instants for the simulations with aspect ratio a ¼ 0:90 and a ¼ 2:75
respectively.
Scalings obtained from SPH simulations were compared with the ones found by Lube et al. [19] for experiments with sand
columns. Results are shown in Fig. 13.
The SPH simulations have been able to reproduce the different behavior of the flow during the collapse in the two
regimes, as observed by Lube et al. [19]. Furthermore, Fig. 13 shows that a good agreement exists between numerical and
experimental results indicating that the SPH model is able to correctly reproduce this kind of granular flow.
SPH simulations with larger values of the aspect ratio (a > 3:0) were performed: the agreement with the experimental
data was not satisfactory. Nevertheless, in those cases a consistent number of particles located on the front of the collapse
Table 3
Parameters used for the simulation of granular columns collapses. N is the number of particles employed in the simulation, dp is their initial spacing and h is the
smoothing length.
Id. a ðÞ H0 (mm) Kt ðPa1Þ s0 (Pa) m0 (s) g^max (Pas) N dp (mm) h (mm)
1 0:19 18.5 9:0  105 177 1:2 215 2500 1:20 1:56
2 0:55 53.5 5:3  105 483 1:4 684 2200 2:20 2:86
3 0:90 87.5 4:1  105 795 1:2 961 1900 3:02 3:93
4 1:60 155.5 3:1  105 1414 1:4 2003 2900 3:24 4:21
5 2:75 267.3 2:4  105 2415 1:6 3911 2300 4:86 6:32
6 3:00 291.6 2:2  106 2660 1:6 4292 2500 4:86 6:32
Fig. 10. Front position in time for granular columns collapse simulations. Dr Indicates front advancement with respect to initial position before the collapse
of the column.
Fig. 11. Particles disposition for the granular columns collapses simulation with a ¼ 0:90. Particles are color coded according to velocity module. Reference
time of simulation is displayed on each picture. The black frame is used to keep track of initial shape of the pile.
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Fig. 12. Particles disposition for the granular columns collapses simulation with a ¼ 2:75. Particles are color coded according to velocity module. Reference
time of simulation is displayed on each picture. The black frame is used to keep track of initial shape of the pile.
Fig. 13. Scalings from numerical simulations compared with scalings from Lube et al. [19] for sand granular columns collapses.
380 L. Minatti, E. Paris / Applied Mathematical Modelling 39 (2015) 363–382showed large values for the inertial number (i > 0:3), indicating that the material was flowing outside of the dense regime,
for which the constitutive equation was devised.6. Conclusions
This paper presented a SPH model for solving granular flows problems in a dense regime. The model features a constitu-
tive equation proposed by Pouliquen et al. [17] and Jop et al. [18] which is specific to the dense regime of flow.
A weakly compressible SPH approach (WCSPH) has been used: it reflects the features of the constitutive equation which
predicts a diminishing granular packing as the intensity of the flow increases.
It has been necessary to introduce a weak compressibility of the grains, in order to bypass pressure estimation problems
arising when close to near static conditions. This introduced further unknowns to the problem and the algorithm required
the solution of a third order algebraic equation at each time step and for every particle in order to compute the density of the
granular material.
L. Minatti, E. Paris / Applied Mathematical Modelling 39 (2015) 363–382 381A new viscosity regularisation method has been proposed in order to model near static and stopping flow conditions. The
proposed method can be used with any visco-plastic model with varying yield stress and requires the solution of first order
ODEs to compute the regularised viscosity. The method proved to be capable of reproducing near static and stopping flow
conditions within reasonable approximation.
The SPH model has been validated by confronting its results with the known analytical solution of the uniform flow down
an inclined plane and by reproducing experimental data of granular columns collapses by Lube et al. [19]. Within the dense
regime of flow, the agreement with known solutions and observed data was satisfactory and the model proved to be capable
of properly handling the features of the constitutive equation, such as space varying viscosity, pressure dependent yield
stress and singular behavior at static conditions.
As far as possible extensions of the model are concerned, it would be interesting to upgrade the model by featuring con-
stitutive equations valid for the so-called collisional [22] regime of flow, in which grains are flowing more far apart than in
the dense regime and flow intensity is generally higher. Validation of the model could still be performed on the experimental
data by Lube et al. [19] for larger values of the aspect ratio a.
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